
Basically the idea is to keep the roof cool, so light-

must meet State Energy Code “cool Roof” minimums. 

colored is better than dthe ark, & light-weight than
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heavey.

windows & sliding glass doors. 

Today’s windows are a MARVEL of innovation & manufacturing excellence. 
Both the frames & glass are efficient insulators. (Dened as “U-factor” -

GLAZING is space age: 
lower is better & 0.30 is minimum in our desert)

the gap is lled with inert gas
(contributes to low U-factor) 

coatings can also control visible transmittance
(reduce glare without feeling grey or dark)

coating (low-E) keep the sun’s heat out 
SHGC < 0.30 is minimum) - lower is better
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Why?       Because air conditioning is a SYSTEM, not just one piece of equipment. 
The termostat, the dust, the efficiency of the equipment all work. 
together & must be installed correctly to get the benet you pay for.
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Why?       Because air conditioning is a SYSTEM, not just one piece of equipment. 
The termostat, the dust, the efficiency of the equipment all work. 
together & must be installed correctly to get the benet you pay for.

High-performance & “right-sized” HVAC equipment can reduce 
energy costs by 20-40% with a relatively short pay back.
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